With ongoing concerns about COVID-19 in 2021, the Take Our Daughters And Sons To Work Foundation is creating unique online experiences for children to discover what a day in the life—of a healthcare worker, engineer, game designer, and lots more—is like and opening up a new world of possibilities for them.

To learn how to organize or participate in our virtual national Take Our Daughters And Sons To Work® Day, visit DaughtersAndSonsToWork.org or call 800-676-7780.

April 22, 2021 - Nationwide, Virtual Take Our Daughters And Sons To Work® Day
It’s okay that children aren’t sure what they want to do when they grow up, but it’s important to help them explore the world of career opportunities.

April 22, 2021 - Nationwide, Virtual Take Our Daughters And Sons To Work® Day

In 2021, the Take Our Daughters And Sons To Work Foundation is creating unique, online experiences for children to learn what a day in the life—of a healthcare worker, engineer, entrepreneur and lots more—is like. We believe in providing learning opportunities so children can explore career possibilities.

To learn how to organize or participate in our virtual national Take Our Daughters and Sons To Work® Day, visit DaughtersAndSonsToWork.org or call 800-676-7780.
In 2021, the Take Our Daughters And Sons To Work Foundation is creating unique, online experiences for children to learn what a day in the life—of a healthcare worker, engineer, entrepreneur and lots more—is like so they can envision a world of possible career opportunities.

To learn how to organize or participate in our virtual national Take Our Daughters and Sons To Work® Day, visit DaughtersAndSonsToWork.org or call 800-676-7780.
April 22, 2021 - Nationwide, Virtual Take Our Daughters And Sons To Work® Day

Help the next generation’s workforce discover the many different career choices now, so they can consider what they want to pursue later.

In 2021, our foundation is creating a unique, online program to help children explore potential career paths and future opportunities.

To learn how to organize or participate in our virtual national Take Our Daughters and Sons To Work® Day, visit DaughtersAndSonsToWork.org or call 800-676-7780.